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In a first, Ambassador Al Otaiba participated in a forum with his
diplomatic counterparts, US Ambassador to Israel Tom Nides and
Israeli Ambassador to the US Michael Herzog. They marked the
numerous achievements realized by the Abraham Accords. The
event, hosted in partnership with Jewish Insider, explored the
commercial successes and people-to-people connections made
possible by the diplomatic breakthrough. 
 
Ambassador Al Otaiba reflected on the historic normalization,
“Amidst a pandemic, amidst travel restriction and masking and lock
downs…Two countries that essentially did not know each other,
very enthusiastically embraced each other, different cultures,
different languages, different religions.”
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@mariammalmheiri
During #AIM4C Fireside Chat with @SecVilsack, we explored the
potential of the initiative to enable a quantum leap in agricultural
innovation and address our shared climate challenges.

@USAExpo2020
Sec Commerce Gina Raimondo: “It is a great honor for me to be
here with you today on behalf of President Biden. The US & the
UAE have an enduring decades-long partnership on every level –
trade, mutual understanding & a commitment to regional security &
stability." #USAPAVND
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@ISUFoundation
The newly established Maktoum Al Seiari Scholarship for Excellence
in Cultural Understanding and Global Citizenship honors Iowa State
graduate’s passion for enhancing understanding between cultures.
Learn more.

@UAEEmbassyUS
Happy #InternationalWomensDay2022 from the UAE Embassy in
Washington, DC!
 
Today and every day, we’re proud of the strong leadership and
expertise of all the Embassy’s women diplomats and our peers
across the 🌏. #IWD2022

@IMPACT_SE 
#UAE textbooks are a model for others to follow in teaching peace,
religious and cultural tolerance, and acceptance of others in
#MENA.
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@NEvnen
Secretary of State Trade Mission to Sharjah, UAE
 
The Sharjah Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SCCI) received
the delegation from the State of Nebraska to strengthen bilateral
cooperation, trade exchange and stimulate investments in vital
sectors.

Savannah Lane
Celebrating International Women’s Day today feeling even more
inspired following a week-long trip to the UAE and witnessing the
harnessing of young female leaders on full display!

From meeting with female parliamentarians, youth leaders,
Ministers, the Gender Balance Council, students and more, this
cultural diplomacy exchange allowed for fruitful conversation, a
deepening of understanding, and bridge building.

Thank you to YPFP (Young Professionals in Foreign Policy) and
the UAE Embassy - Washington, DC for supporting young
professionals in this space with this unforgettable journey and my
fellow delegates for the endless conversation and opportunities to
learn!
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This Month in History
March marks the three-year anniversary of the record-breaking
2019 Abu Dhabi Special Olympics World Games, the world’s largest
humanitarian sporting event and a global movement which focuses
on the empowerment of People of Determination — a term coined
by HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed — through the power of sport.
Hailed the most inclusive World Games, Abu Dhabi saw thousands
of people-of-determination participate in the games and included
the most women participants in a Special Olympics to date. Watch
a re-cap of the games.
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